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Rain is not always reliable. It happens when and for however long it
wants. Sometimes too much or too little, and a lot of times directly
after hot and sunny days.
A automated irrigation system delivers water to the plants when
they need it, and in the correct amounts. The irrigation happens
during the night – gently and quietly.

DESIGN OF LAWN AREAS
INSTALLATION AND
LAYING OF TURF
CARE OF LAWN AREAS

And with the help of an
automated drip irrigation
system you can also
irrigate your flower beds,
shrubs and hedges while
saving water and energy.
Contact us for any questions regarding our services
or for an obligation free
offer. We guarantee our
clients a professional and
high-quality design and
installation of lawn areas,
including turf laying, lawn
care and the installation
of automated irrigation
systems.
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COMPLETE IRRIGATION
SYSTEMS

Complete design and professional care of lawn areas:
➢ Design & installation of rootzone materials and drainage
systems: The subbase and rootzone materials are most important! No
grasses want to grow and establish on heavy, rocky and impervious soils.
The success for a functioning and weedfree lawn area is always based
on a correct, well installed and well draining subbase and rootzone.
➢ Design and installation of automatic irrigation systems:
Only in combination with a automated irrigation system will grasses
be able to grow and succeed in the long-term with ever changing
climate patterns. Modern technologies, such as weather stations and
wireless rain sensors that also measure the evapotranspiration rate
can help to reduce the usage of water, and allow an economical and
sustainable lawncare.
➢ Drip irrigation systems for flowers, hedges and shrub areas:
These systems help to save water and time, and the plants will
always be supplied with the correct amount of water.

➢ Selection of seed material:
Native grasses are better adapted to our climate and more resistant
towards stress and environmental influences. Custom made seed
mixes help to address site-specific needs, such as full sun or shaded
areas, and in the establishment of a healthy and dense sward cover.
➢ Laying of turf and establishment of grasses:
It is very important to maintain turf in the first weeks after laying it in
the most professional way to ensure the grasses grow into the existing rootzone material and increase their hardiness against stresses.
➢ Regular lawn care (verticut, aerate, fertilize, topdress,
overseed,...):
Only with a professional, well timed and high quality maintenance
schedule will it be possible to permanently guarantee beautiful,
weedfree and resistant lawn areas.

